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We have started a campaign to perform coordinated characteriza4on
of current and poten4al future CMB sites using scanning 183 GHz
water vapor radiometers (WVRs). The goal is to obtain measurements
of atmospheric ﬂuctua4ons at a variety of sites (South Pole, Chile,
Greenland, and possibly Tibet) on 4mescales and angular scales
relevant for CMB polariza4on observa4ons, and use co-located CMB
telescopes where applicable to translate the measured atmospheric
ﬂuctua4on levels to noise contribu4ons in CMB maps.
Our instrument design is based on ALMA WVRs and includes: a
base WVR unit, an environmental enclosure, temperature control, and
azimuth/eleva4on scanning op4cs.
We have so far deployed two units: one to South Pole (January
2016), co-located with BICEP and the Keck Array, and a second at
Summit Sta4on in Greenland (June 2016). Data reduc4on is underway
to reduce those data into a single spa4al and temporal atmospheric
ﬂuctua4on sta4s4c that enables one to one site comparison
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In the mm/submm, water vapor is the primary cause of atmospheric
opacity.
Ground-based CMB telescopes observe in discrete spectral windows
bracketed by strong water vapor transi4ons.
Within these windows, the water vapor absorbs incoming light and
emits thermally, contribu4ng to the background noise and therefore
reduced sensi4vity
Best sites are the ones with excep4onally dry air: top of mountains or
very cold condi4ons.
Addi4onally, water vapor is poorly mixed gas, thus the main source
of atmospheric brightness ﬂuctua4on (for total power telescopes)
and phase noise/decoherence (for interferometers)
In our CMB telescopes, degree scale sky noise originates from these
water vapor ﬂuctua4ons.
At South Pole, strong BICEP/Keck Array exper4se in understanding
sky noise quality.
Long-term compara4ve measurements of sky stability to directly
study the rela4ve quali4es of leading CMB sites does not exist yet.

Relevance to CMB-S4

Methodology and Instrument

Abstract

Goal: collect quan4ta4ve and directly-comparable atmospheric noise and stability
measurements. Compare leading established CMB sites (Pole, Atacama) and poten4al
Northern sites (Summit sta4on, Ali, Tibet).
• Partner with Omnisys1, leverage R&D of ~60 Water Vapor Radiometer units built for ALMA
• WVR instrument:
- 183GHz warm DSB radiometer with four frequency channels.
- Dicke-switched at 5Hz on hot/ambient loads à con4nuous calibra4on in KRJ
- Excellent sensi4vity match to most stable CMB site sky ﬂuctua4ons: 1μm PWV rms in
1s, equivalent to 5mK RMS at 150GHz.
• New Azimuth/Eleva4on fast scanning plagorm, environmental package for extreme
environment, and data acquisi4on system.
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Figure 2: Lek: PWV is inferred by measuring the sky brightness temperature around the bright 183GHz emission
line. Middle: Schema4c of the radiometer. Right: CAD model of environmental enclosure and scanning window.
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Figure 3: Two iden4cal WVR units have been deployed at South Pole sta4on in Antarc4ca (lek: Jan 2016-present)
and Summit sta4on in Greenland (right: July 2016-April 2017). The Greenland unit is currently being refurbished
and prepared for an upcoming deployment.

On-going data analysis
The data analysis closely follows a CMB pipeline analysis. From 4mestreams to maps (“atmograms”),
from maps to a spa4al/temporal measure of the atmospheric ﬂuctua4ons (akin to power spectra),
and from those to sta4s4cal measurement of the atmospheric structure over diﬀerent 4mescales.
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Figure 1: Raw 1hour 4me series from Keck- 150GHz. Top: Azimuth scan paiern.
Center: Pair-sum bolometer signal shows large atmospheric signals from spa4al
and temporal ﬂuctua4ons. Boiom: Pair-diﬀerence signal eﬃciently removes
most of the common mode sky noise.

Site Characteriza,on: Next-genera4on CMB-S4 is considering
sites in Chile and at the South Pole, and possibly in the Northern
Hemisphere, where there are no major current CMB
experiments and site quality for CMB observa4on is largely
untested.
One to one site comparison: We have already developed 2
stand-alone weather-hardened high precision scanning WVRs.
We would like to extend these measurements to various
loca4ons in Atacama and Tibet. These instruments provide a
con4nuous, year-round record of water vapor ﬂuctua4ons to
1μm (of pwv) precision from sub-degree to dipole scales and on
4mescales ≥ 1s. In addi4on, we intend to use these
measurements as absolute zenith temperature calibra4on for
co-located CMB experiments. The goal of this program is to
collect and publish one-to-one data from diﬀerent sites, that can
inform all groups, including our own. It will be the ﬁrst 4me
there are iden4cal long-term sky noise/stability measurements
made to directly compare the leading sites.
Planned outcome: Spa4al and temporal distribu4on of water
vapor and its correla4on with the quality of the co-measured
CMB data. Comparing the distribu4ons between well
characterized sites with a co-observing CMB telescope (South
Pole with Keck and BICEP3) and new sites allows us to quan4fy
the site quality for future large scale CMB observa4on.
Collabora,on: We welcome addi4onal collaborators to work
with us and are happy to share our instrument design and
further develop a common analysis pipeline. Maintaining this
common instrumental and analysis framework is essen4al to the
usefulness of this project.

Figure 4: 1-hour dataset of con4nuous 360deg azimuth scanning. a/ 4-channel brightness temperature 4meseries
on a par4cularly humid and unstable period. c/ Same for a dry and stable period. The small 4lt of the mount causes
the scan-synchronous periodic signal, which must be removed in the analysis. d/ 1hour 4mestream for channel0
mapped onto a space(y-axis)-4me(x-axis) “atmogram”. PWV ﬂuctua4ons appear as diagonal stripes which come in
and out of the ﬁeld of view. e/ Same thing 12 hours later when the wind direc4on has rotated 180deg. No4ce the
orienta4on of the stripes has shiked as well.

Figure 5: 10-year average (2016-2016) PWV, from the NASA2 MERRA-2 modern
reanalysis
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